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Your perception of public speaking influences the way you speak, the way you appear in front of an 

audience, the way you feel when you speak, and - in one word – your performance when speaking. If 

you want to speak with passion and your true potential, the first step is to change your perception of 

speaking from disempowering to empowering. Society has told you, and you have told yourself, that 

public speaking is terrifying. This disempowering perception hinders your speaking identity and 

there is no relevant evidence to back up that socially constructed perception. Yes, you may say 

statistics have shown most people have a fear of public speaking. Have you ever questioned how 

many of these people are told by society that fact, and then eventually become that way? Instead of 

being the victim of a disempowering idea, you can look at it with empowering perspectives: public 

speaking provides you opportunities to share, persuade, and empower others. Frankly, those who 

believe speaking is terrifying focus more on themselves that on what they can do to serve others. 

Ask yourself whether your desire to share, influence, and empower others are reasons to feel 

excited about public speaking or terrified about it. And remember, when you feel fearful, it means 

something is worthy trying, and it means it needs to be done.  

This leads to the second point: purpose. Next time you walk on stage, ask yourself: what is the 

purpose of my speech? No matter how long your speech is, ask yourself for one short sentence, or 

even just a few words, to describe your purpose for giving the speech. If you are not clear about it, 

how can the audience be clear about it? Setting the intention before any speech: ‘The one thing I 

want to convey to the audience today is:…’  

Preparation is the next step for you to embrace your public speaking identity. You may say that 

sometimes you don’t have enough time to prepare. Even if you have no time at all, you can mentally 

prepare for public speaking. The speaking identity likes a muscle, if you train it overtime, it gets 

stronger. Everyday you can spend 5 minutes to think about public speaking as an exciting 
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opportunity for sharing and benefiting others, always be ready to speak. Using visualisation 

technique to imagine yourself as a great speaker. 

Practice is the mother of mastery. You need to be disciplined and to keep practicing it if you want to 

master a skill. The simplest way is to schedule at least one time per week to speak in front of others, 

and schedule at least 3 times per week (just 10 minutes each) to practice by yourself. Record what 

you say, listen to yourself, send it to others, and get feedback. Find a friend to practice with so you 

feel accountable to someone else, or join any mastermind group where you live, or find a mentor. 

Pauses are powerful while you are speaking, but also after any speech you deliver. Pause to reflect 

upon the experience and ask yourself: what would you do differently if you were to do it again? Give 

yourself credit that you did it and keep it up. 

 

To progress quicker, join our mastermind group or one-to-one coaching: 

https://jenvuhuong.com/speakingmastery   

https://jenvuhuong.com/speakingmastery

